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ABSTRACT
It is shown numerically, both for the two-dimensional Navier- 
Stokes equations and for two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamics, 
that the long-time asymptotic state in a forced inverse- 
cascade situation is one in which the spectrum is completely 
dominated by its own fundamental. The growth continues until 
the fundamental is dissipatively limited by its own 
dissipation rate. An algebraic model is proposed for the 
dynamics of such a final state.
v
LONG-TIME STATES OF INVERSE CASCADES IN THE PRESENCE OF A
MAXIMUM LENGTH SCALE
Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION
It is a well-known fact that under suitable conditions some motions 
of a magnetofluid are such that the velocity and magnetic fields at any
time and position are not found to be the same when they are measured
several times under seemingly identical conditions. In these motions 
variables take random values which are not determined by the macroscopic 
data. These motions are called turbulent motions.
Magnetohydrodynamic turbulence theory is a recent subject while fluid 
turbulence has a long history, almost half a century.
The beginning of modern turbulence theory may be attributed to Taylor 
(1935) when the continuous nature of random velocities was recognized 
(Batchelor 1953). Taylor introduced the concept of correlation between
the velocities at two points as one of the most important quantities
needed to describe turbulence. The Fourier transform of one such corre­
lation is the spectrum function (Batchelor 1953, Monin and Yaglom 1971, 
Panchev 1971) . The next step was to simplify the turbulence with the 
assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy. The first assumption means 
that the statistical properties of the velocity field and all its mo­
ments are independent of position. Isotropy assumes the statistical 
properties to be independent of any preferred direction. Both of these 
assumptions were proven to be approximately true for turbulence generat-
- 1 -
2ed by a regular array of rods in a wind tunnel (Corrsin 1962, Hinze 
1975).
Taylor demonstrated in 1938 the action of the non-linear terms 
(Batchelor 1953), namely, to mix components of turbulence having differ­
ent length scales.
Zn 1937 Kdrmdn and Howarth (1938) showed that mean values of the 
product of two of the three components of velocities at two different 
points can be expressed in terms of a single scalar function when the 
turbulence is isotropic. Robertson showed in 1940 that an isotropic 
tensor of any order could be expressed in terms of the known invariants 
of the rotation group. No progress had been made in understanding the 
underlying physical process until 1941 when Kolmogoroff suggested a sim­
ilarity hypothesis. He hypothesised that small scale components of tur­
bulence are approximately in statistical equilibrium and that the equi­
librium is universal, apart from the effect of variation of two 
parameters, one the viscosity and the other determined by the large 
scale components of the turbulence (namely the rate of energy supplied 
by the large scale components). Given these two parameters he predicted 
properties of small scale components of the turbulence from dimensional
analysis, e.g. the distribution of energy over the wave numbers within
—5/3the equilibrium range varies as k .
Burgers took a simplified problem - the one-dimensional counterpart 
of the Navier-Stokes equation which is named after him - and revealed 
the effects of the non-linear and viscous terms in producing and reduc­
ing velocity gradients respectively.
In parallel to this theoretical progess many measurements have been 
made to prove or disprove theories or to reveal new physics. Among many 
worts Townsend {e.g. 1947) may be mentioned for the kinds of measure­
ments that were possible with the help of hot-wire anemometer.
Simultaneously purely mathematical problems associated with random 
functions were also addressed and turbulence theory absorbed them. We 
can refer to Robertson(1940) for the kinematics of correlation tensor 
for isotropic turbulence and to Batchelor(1946) and Chandrasekhar(1950) 
for axisymmetric turbulence.
Including a number of incomplete lines of research none of the above 
could explain turbulent behavior of fluid to a satisfactory extent. In 
the 1960s computer application in science spread very fast. Numerical 
solutions of complicated mathematical problems became possible. New 
trends in extracting new physics and explaining known phenomena began. 
The study of fluid and plasma turbulence in the last two decades has 
been mostly numerical. Present day computational facilities are still 
not adequate to start an extensive study of three-dimensional turbu­
lence. Two-dimensional simulation is now very common and justification 
for such study has been given many times (Batchelor 1969, Kraichnan and 
Montgomery 1980). Besides its applicability in geophysical phenomena in 
the atmosphere, ocean and magnetosphere, two-dimensional turbulence has 
in common the two basic characteristics of three-dimensional turbulence, 
namely, randomness and non-linearity. A review of two-dimensional tur­
bulence may be found in Kraichnan and Montgomery (1980).
Many turbulence studies including this one assume incompressibility. 
Hence interesting phenomena such as shock and sound wave propagation are 
excluded. Nevertheless systems having flow speeds much less than that 
of sound happen to satisfy the incompressibility criteria pretty well. 
Yet there are some cases where the incompressibility is satisfied while 
the above condition is not. Montgomery (1982) showed a different ap­
proach to understand this situation. His argument is based on an esti­
mate of transport coefficients. The form of the dissipative terms are
V *(tioV X ). The transport coeffient n0 is estimated to be very
large. So in order for the system not to be completely overwhelmed by
dissipative actions only, V .y has to be very small.
The two-dimensional Navier-Stokes system has been investigated ana­
lytically by Onsager(1949),Fjortoft (1953), Kraichnan(1967), and Leith 
(1968) among others. Starting from a truncated system of two-dimension­
al equations it can be shown (details are stated in Appendix A) that 
there exists a Liouville theorem if dissipation is set equal to zero.
It then follows that there exists an equilibrium statistical mechanics 
predicting thermal equilibrium of the system. Similar results were lat­
er predicted for magnetohydrodynamics by Fyfe et al (1976). Both of 
these predictions were varified numerically (Seyler et al 1975, Fyfe et 
al 1977a) . Details are presented in Appendix A. We have reproduced 
these results as a test of our codes. Results are presented in Chapter
IV.
No real physical system however is non-dissipative. In the presence 
of dissipation the system decays in time along with a reshuffling of en-
ergy among various wavenumber components. Zn these decay processes or 
in a driven system, cascades of global quantities are proposed. Details 
are described in Chapter III. In the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
system energy cascades to short wave lengths, while in two-dimensions a 
dual cascade is proposed. These results are numerically verified quali­
tatively by Fyfe et al(1977b). Under these circumstances energy cas­
cades to long wave lengths along with an enstrophy cascade to short wave 
lengths (enstrophy being the integrated squre vorticity).
Numerical studies so far done mostly had emphasised the power-law be­
havior for wave-number spectra, following the influential conjecture of 
Kraichnan(1967) concerning two possible inertial subranges. Some inves­
tigations of dissipation scale behavior have also been reported for 
two-dimensional MIID case (Orszag and Tang 1979, Matthaeus and Montgomery 
1980, 1981, Matthaeus 1982, Frisch et al 1983). Power laws are obtained 
persuasively only from dimensional analysis. In order for them to be 
seen clearly, they are thought to require very large Reynolds numbers 
(mechanical and/or magnetic) in order that the inertial subranges be 
clearly separated from each other and from the dissipation range. High 
spatial resolution is required at these large Reynolds numbers, and it 
is accurate to say that no reported numerical solution has contained a 
wide enough range of wave numbers to satisfy the chain of inequalities 
required for a satisfactory test of the power law behavior in any puta- 
tively inverse-cascading situation. There is no question, however, that 
the qualitative effect of large back-transfer (transfer to long wavel­
engths) has been seen in numerical solutions of the relevant dynamical 
equations (Lilly 1969, Fyfe et al 1977b, Meneguzzi et al 1981).
Inverse cascades are of more than academic interest. Both in the at­
mosphere and in thermonuclear confinement machines there is no end to 
sources of small scale disturbances similar to the effect of driving the 
system in a band of wavenumbers in numerical simulation. These small 
scale excitations may lead to large scale effects through inverse cas­
cades.
Theoretical predictions typically have been for unbounded systems, so 
that there were arbitrarily many additional octaves in wavelengths for 
the spectrum of the injected aiid inversely-cascaded quantity to expand 
into at the lower end. Numerical solutions, however, always take place 
on periodic or finite grids, and thereby have associated with them a 
maximum wave length (minimum wave number) beyond which the inversely- 
cascaded spectrum cannot go. Because of the slow time scales involved 
in the long wave length eddies and because of limited computer budgets, 
computations have not been reported for times long compared to the time 
required for the longest allowed wave length to fill up. Both theory 
and computation have remained vague on the question of what happens in 
an inversely-cascading situation.
In this study, we have addressed this question numerically for both 
two-dimensional Navier-Stokes and MHD cases. In both cases, the fields 
are driven by a prescribed random function, band—limited in wavenumber 
space, which serves as the sources of the excitations that are transfer­
red elsewhere in the k space. Details are presented in Chapter II. The 
resolution of the computation is not high and the Reynolds numbers are 
not large. There is no pretense that the inertial subranges are well
7separated or that the power law predictions are verifiable. It is not 
necessary, however, to be in this high Reynolds number regime in order 
to see large amounts of back transfer, or to address the question of 
what happens to the back-transferred excitations when they have no lower 
place in wave number space to which to migrate. It is toward this lat­
ter qualitative question that the following study is directed.
There would seem to be at least three possible scenarios for what
might occur after the k spectrum fills in between the forcing band and
the fundamental lowest wavenumber k . . (1) The inverse spectral trans-min
fer might cease (2) The relevant part of the k spectrum might all rise 
together, possibly maintaining a power law behavior, with perhaps a 
'healing region' just below the forcing band (3) The fundamental 
might continue to absorb the supplied excitations, running off and leav­
ing the rest of the spectrum, until it is limited by its own dissipation 
rate. These three may not exhaust the possibilities, but what we wish 
to demonstrate in this study is that alternative (3) is in fact what oc­
curs both for two-dimensional Navier-Stokes (2D NS) and magnetohydrody— 
namic (2D MHD) cases.
Chapter II
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND METHOD OF SOLUTION
The equations of incompressible magnetohydrodynamics are the follow­
ing .
3g
—  = V x ( v x B ) + pV 3B (2.1a)
at
ax X
p(__ + v.V v) = - xB - V P + V ay (2.1b)
at c
4rt
V x  1 =  -  i (2.1c)
c
V .g = 0 (2.Id)
V .y “ 0 (2.1e)
Omission of equations (2.1a), (2.1c), (2.Id) and setting g=0 leave us 
with the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The magnetic and ve­
locity fields are g and y respectively. The current density is y, the 
pressure is p and the density is p. The magnetic diffusivity is p=c2/4no 
(o being the conductivity) and the kinematic viscosity is $ . The speed 
of light is c.
- 8 -
9We introduce dimensionless variables in the following way. Veloci­
ties are measured in units of typical speed U0 which may be the r.m.s. 
speed of the turbulent velocity field. Lengths are measured in units of 
L„ which may be a characteristic macroscopic length of the turbulent
field. Times are measured in units of L0/U0 and the magnetic field in
1/2units of B0=(4npU02)*■' , The current densities are measured in units of 
j0=cB0/ 4nL0 That is
U = U0 tJ " (2.2a)
L — LgC (2.2b)
t = Lo/Uo ? (2.2c)
B = B08 (2.2d)
j = joJ (2.2e)
P = PoP (2.2f)
The variables with 'tildes' are dimensionless. Then equations 
(2.la-21.e) become the following.
dg 1
—  = V x ( v x B )  + - V * g  (2.3a)
3t Rjjj
fly 1
__ = -y.V v + £xB - o *V p + - V av (2.3b)
a t r„
V i B = j  <2.3c)
V . B = 0 (2.3d)
V . v = 0 (2.3e)
10
Here all variables are dimensionless, and the tildas have been dropped. 
Rm and Re are the magnetic and mechanical Reynolds numbers respectively.
L„U0
Rm = -----------------------------  (2.4a)
P
L0U0
Re = — ~  (2.4b)
Cs is the speed of sound in dimensionless units and is (Po/pU,,2)1/ 2
Before we express the dynamical equations in computationally conven­
ient form we introduce the geometry that we assumed. This is a two-di­
mensional case with the following field configuration.
g = (Bx,By,0) (2.5a)
X = (v_,v„,0) (2.5b)
* y
i = V x | =  (0,0,jz) (2.5c)
jii = V x y = (0,0,<D ) (2.5d)z
a = (0,0,a ) (2.5e)z
where the vector potential a is defined by
V i a = B (2.5f)
All quantities are independent of the z co-ordinate, so that
a
—  = 0 
dz
(2.5g)
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Taking the cnrl of equation (2.3b), using (2.5d), (2.3e) and some vector 
identities we have
a“z 1
 = - X .V to + B.V X + -  V V  (2.6) ^ *• w A
3t Re
With some manipulations equation (2.3a) reduces to
1
V x [ —  = yx(V xa) - - V xV xa ] 
at Rm
If we 'uncurl' this equation we have
a& i
—  = yx(v xa> - - v xv xa + v 0 (2.7)
at Rm
where 0 is an arbitrary scalar function. If we choose the Coulomb gauge 
then 0 is the scalar potential satisfying the following equation in lab­
oratory units.
0 1 aft
E = V ( - ) ----------------------------- (2.8)
c c 3t
In our geometry a=(0»0,az) »nd hence the Coulomb gauge is identically 
satisfied. We exploit this freedom to choose V 0=0 which amounts to 
neglecting the electrostatic field. After doing some vector manipula­
tions equation (2.7) reduces to
Equations (2.6) and (2.9) along with the solenoidal and incompressiblity 
conditions form the set we want to solve numerically. This form of the 
equations is computationally convenient since they are expressed in 
terms of two scalars only. Moreover if the incompressibility and sole­
noidal conditions are satisfied at the initial time they are automati­
cally satisfied at all times.
Due to the two dimensional geometry we have considered we can intro­
duce a stream function 0 such that
V *0 - -w2 (2.10)
so that
jr = V 0 x £ (2.11)
Similarly we can write for the magnetic field
V *az = -jz (2.12)
and
g » V az x ez (2.13)
Since we are going to study cascades, we would like to inject mechanical 
and/or magnetic energy to the system. We do it by introducing forc­
ing terms F and G in the two dynamical equations (2.6) and (2.9). So we
13
db)2
—  = -v.V (j + B.V j + ^ V  au_ + F _ z z
9t
(2.14a)
flaz
—  = - x .v az + |iV 3az + G
at
(2.14b)
TECHNIQUE FOR THE SPACE PART OF TOE DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS:
Now we assume rectangular periodic boundary condition, if not for any
physical reason, at least for simplicity and tractability of solution.
All fields are periodic in 2jt. Therefore we can expand them in Fourier
series with wavenumbers k=(k ,k } with integer components.'■*' x y
<t>z(x,y) = 2 “ (fe»0 eacp(ifc.ac) (2.15a)
a (x,y) = £ a(k,t) exp(ik.x) (2.15b)
fc
There are similar transforms for v, B, 0 and j .A* W£
The Fourier coefficients have to be conjugate symmetric, for example
Ijl
<i)(-j£)=i!> (k), in order to have real values of the field variables.
Ideally the sum should run from -<*> to +” . But computationally we can
not have an infinite set of numbers. So one has to truncate the sum.
Allow k such that k or k can lie between -N/2+1 and N/2. In otherx y
words the Fourier coefficients are assumed to be zero beyond some value 
of wave vector k. In doing so we lose some dynamics. Consider just the
14
x~direction. Higher order interactions (i.e. coupling between two high 
k inodes) and the coupling between a high k (i.e. outside the box) and2 Z
a low k^ (i.e. within the box) are neglected. The high k^-raodes that 
are excited due to interaction between two allowed low-kx inodes are also 
suppressed. This is a limitation we have to accept.
The non-linear terms appear as quadratic convolution sums in waven- 
umber space. Efficient evaluation of convolution sums is central in be­
ing able to solve a non-linear problem numerically. A direct evaluation 
of a convolution sum requires order N* operations in two-dimensions. It 
seems almost impossible to use spectral methods. In 1971 an efficient 
way to compute the non-linear terms was proposed (Orszag 1971). In this 
method, known as transform method (Eliasen 1970, Orszag 1971, Patterson 
and Orszag 1971, Gottlieb and Orszag 1977), evaluation of a quadratic 
non-linear term requires order N aln N operations.
The key to the transform method is the Discrete Fourier Trans- 
form(DFT). With the kind of truncation we have described, i.e., kx and 
ky lying between -N/2+1 and N/2, the x-space is discretized.
2ji
x- - —  j j=0,1,2.............. (N-l)
J N
If we have to evaluate the following non-linear term
J u(p)v(a)
E+fl=fe
15
we transform u(p) and v(fl) to x-space, multiply them together, and 
transform back to k-space.
FFT
u{fi) ----------  u(x)
FFT
v(fl)-----------  v(&)
calculate w(s,) = u(jt)v(jc)
Inverse FFT 
m (jc) ------------------  w(k)
This method has proven to be very useful in turbulence computations. In 
particular this technique became very efficient after the introduction 
of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
In the process of applying this technique to finite Fourier series 
aliasing error is introduced. The quantity we intend to calculate is
e>(fc) = ^ u(£)v<jg)
E+3=fe
IUfl^N/2 
IlflIU N/2 
I Ifcl U  N/2
IIe I U  N/2 denotes that both -N/2+l<p <N/2 and -N/2<p <N/2. The quanti- 
' * y
ty which is calculated by a straight forward application of the trans­
form technique is
<■)'(&)= 1/N2 ]>[£ u(p)exp(ig. 5) ][5 v(fl)exp(ifl.&)]exp(-ife.£)
16
= ^ u(fi)v (a) if k=(jj+g)mod N
llS ll < N/2
H a l l  < n/2
= 0 otherwise
That is
U '<1S) = w(k) + to(k +N,k+ N) + u(k +N,k ) + u(k ,k +N)
*  y  x  y  i  y
For any fixed 1 i]cl I ^ N/2 not all combination of + and - are allowed.
For example, if k =0 and k =N/2 then only w(k +N,k -N) (k +N,k ) and x y x y x y
(k ,k -N) can be non-zero. Because jj and jj can add up to give compo-
* y
nents lying between -N+2 and N only. In the expression for w'(k) we 
have aliased terms in addition to the correct value. The second term on 
the right hand side is a doubly aliased term where both k^ and ky are 
aliased. The last two terms are singly aliased terms where either k^ or 
k is aliased.
Orszag(1971), and Patterson and Orszag(1971) suggested a way out. 
The most efficient method to de-alias u'(Ic) is to apply the method of 
isotropic truncation for the second term on right hand side and the 
shifted grid method for the last two terms.
For the aliasing of the second kind i.e. either k or k is aliased
* y
(singly aliased) we introduce a set of shifted grids
2ji
x = -- (ji+1/2,jj+1/2)
N
in addition to the standard grid
17
2rr
*(jl»ja) = ( j 1 ' J 2 )
w
where jj., j a = 0 ,  1, 2,  ............  (IT-1).
If we transform u (j j ) and v(£) to the shifted grid, perform the multipli­
cation and cone back to k-spacc as <-‘s(k) then
1/2 I «'(fe) + exp(-iitk.e/H) ws (Jt) j = «<&> + wdc^+N.lytfT)
where e‘-(l,l). That is we have corrected the singly aliased terns by
doing three additional transforms.
To remove the error in which both k and 1: has been aliased we no-
^ /
tice that the p's and $'s that give rise to such an error themselves
have to be on the edge of the truncated k-space.
k = P + q  
^  ^  /"■*
B
18
'If )fc = j> + 3 lie in region A or B then double aliasing occurs. It seems 
very reasonable to perform isotropic truncation for isotropic turbulence 
simulation. This can be done in such a way that the modes that cause 
double aliasing are themselves zero. More precisely we set
u(fc) = 0
if |fc| > a N/2
v(fe) = 0
where a has to be determined. Y/e want the largest a for which
J  u<£)v(a) = 0 
k=E+a+N
Ifil < aN/2 
Ifll < aN/2 
Ifcl < aN/2
where N = (N,N). That is, we look for the smallest value of a for which 
the following conditions are satisfied.
Ifcl 4 aN/2 
IeI s< aN/2 
|3 I ^ aN/2 
k=E+a+N
This optimization problem was solved by Patterson and Orszag (1971), who 
supplied a table of values of a as a function of N. a is .975 and ,95 
for N=32 and 64 respectively.
19
TIME INTEGRATION
The dynamical equations that are advanced in time may be written 
schematically as
dQ(fc)
  = P(Q(k))
dt
Here Q(fe,t) stands symbolically for the Fourier coefficients of all the 
fields. The time stepping scheme we have used is
Qn+i/2 = Qn + p(QH(k)) At/2 
Qn+1 (k) = Qn (k) + P(0n+1/2(k)) At
The index n indexes the n th time step of duration At. This method is 
of second order accuracy. The error at any one time step is of order 
(At)3. For a fixed time of integration total number of time steps re­
quired varies as 1/At. Therefore the cumulative error is of order 
(At)2.
Linearized analysis of numerical stability does not predict non-lin­
ear stability but gives us valuable ideas about the scheme. We calcu­
late amplification of errors due to time discretization for the one-di­
mensional Navier-Stokes case (Potter 1972).
d<i> dio
dt dx
We linearize by assuming v = constant = U0
20
Then
dw
—  - -ikU0ti> 
dt
^n+1/2 _ ^n + £ J At/2
un+^ = uin + [ -ikll0 (wn -ikU0ionAt/2) ] At
Therefore the amplification factor g (ratio of the error in the k th 
component at n th time step to that at the preceding time step) is given 
by
Igl* = 1 + 1 / 4  (kU0At)*
This means that the scheme is asymptotically unstable, i.e. the solution 
will blow up as time goes to » no matter how small At is. But since we 
are interested in integrating only up to a finite time we can always 
keep the error growth for a given spatial discretization within toler­
ance by adjusting At, For our case hfflax = 16, At = 1/256 and U0 ~ 1 
Therefore
'•■‘..x “ 1 + 3-8«10-C
For n time steps, error amplification is
|g|n = <l+x)n/2
where x = 1/4 (kU0At)
Therefore lgln < exp(xn/2).
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Xf we integrate up to a time T for which there will be an e-fold error 
propagation, then
xn
 1
2
i.e.
8
x ------------------
(kU0)« (At)3
For our case T ~ 2048 while we integrated only up to T=274 at the most 
Therefore even though the scheme is unstable it is good enough for our 
case.
This analysis had been for inviscid case. If we consider the effect 
of just the viscous term we will have 
g » 1 -hk*At(l-*k*At/2) 
which implies At has to be less or equal to 2/$k2max ^or the scheme to 
be numerically stable. For all the reported runs we have used At=l/256 
and 2/$kamax was 3.9.
We have studied the effect of varying At by cutting it in half for a 
5000 time steps-segment and found that the two solutions agreed well.
FORCING ALGORITHM
The study of cascades involves supplying excitations to the system 
continuously. Physically if we stir a magnetofluid with a conducting 
stirrer then the system is supplied with mechanical and magnetic energy
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at wave numbers reciprocal to the scales of motion of the stirrer. Even 
though cascade predictions assumed constant rate of supply of energy 
and enstrophy or energy and mean square vector potential, it is much 
easier to supply excitations keeping the forcing amplitude constant. 
The forcing function F and G satisfies the following difference equa­
tion.
Fn+1 = f + (1- f’)1/2 V l
f is a memory fraction ^ 1 and Jn are random numbers taken from a random 
number generator. Since the random numbers are uncorrelated we have
F„a = constant = < J 2 > n n
We chose the random numbers from a gaussian random number generator with 
zero mean and unit variance.
Chapter III 
CASCADES AND INVERSE CASCADES
The idea of a cascade was first introduced for the Navier-Stokes flu­
id (Kolmogoroff 1941). The Navier-Stokes equation can be written in 
Fourier-Transformed space as:
The first term on the right is the non-linear term and couples triad of 
Fourier modes which form a triangle. Because of the non-linear term 
modes that are not excited initially can be excited later in time.
The most important quantity in cascade theory is the energy spectrum 
E(k,t) which evolves in time according to the following equation.
du^k.t)
dt
where
(3.2)
dE(k.t)
= F(k,t) - 2 ^ k 2E(k,t) (3.3)
dt
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The first term on the right represents transfer of energy between wave 
numbers. This is justified since
The second term on the right represents viscous dissipation and is 
stronger at higher k.
The non-linear term spreads energy in wavenumber space. The process 
is checked by viscous damping at large wavenumber. At the other end of 
k-space there are always larger scales where there is no energy. There­
fore the spectrum function will have a maximum at some value of k and 
fall off to zero as k goes to infinity. There is experimental evidence 
for this conjecture (Tritton 1977, Batchelor 1959). Some part of the 
spectrum may be in approximate statistical equilibrium. This means that 
the rate of change of mean values (of say, energy in a particular waven­
umber) is negligible. As the Reynolds number increases inertia forces 
dominate over viscous forces up to higher and higher wave number. The 
energy sink goes away to a higher wavenumber.
At the early stages of turbulence only a few wave numbers are excited 
as is done in an initial value problem. The action of inertia transfers 
energy to other (in general higher) wavenumbers. Ultimately energy will 
dissipate at the sink provided by viscosity. The wave numbers, adjacent 
to the ones that are directly affected by the external agent, are af­
fected less strongly by the agent. The influence reduces at the far end 
of the chain of transfer process. There will be loss of influence dur­
CO
0
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ing tliis transfer process. For example, the directional preference, if 
any will ultimately disappear. In other words we can hypothesize that 
distant wavenumber modes are statistically independent.
The wavenumber beyond which viscous dissipation plays an important 
role may be marked as k^ - the dissipation wave number. This may be the 
wave number at which the dissipation of energy is a maximum. If the en­
ergy containing eddies are far below k^ then we have a range of wavenum- 
bers where viscosity is irrelevent. Taylor (1938) showed that in this 
range the decay of energy is independent of viscosity. The rate of de­
cay is identical with the rate at which energy is transferred by inertia 
forces. Energy containing eddies determine the rate of energy transfer 
and high wavenumbers adjust themselves according to the Reynolds number. 
Higher wavenumbers are statistically independent of lower wavenumbers. 
Therefore high wavenumber modes must be in equilibrium in the statisti­
cal sense.
The equilibrium or inertial range is internally self adjusted through 
the operation of inertia forces. This also depends on external parame­
ters via the rate of energy supply e which is also equal to the rate of 
removal of energy at the other end by dissipation. The dissipative loss 
at the equilibrium range is distributed over the whole range which de­
pends in a way on viscosity
If we choose $ and e to construct dimensionally length (1) and veloci­
ty (v) then 1 = and v = («4e)^^ (Batchelor 1953) . Then the
motion will have a universal statistical form. More precisely, the 
joint probability distribution of values of Fourier Coeffients of veloc-
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ity at different values of k is independent of time, isotropic in form 
and universal.
The motion is uniquely determined when the rate of energy supply e, 
to the inertial range, is specified. Having a universal equilibrium 
hypothesis we can predict statistical quantities that depend only on 
Fourier coefficients. For example the spectrum function E(k) can be 
predicted. It should take a universal form such that the parameter dis­
appears from the expression for the mean values.
Therefore if we choose a combination of k and e to form E(k,t) the 
only dimensionally correct form is E<k,t) = Ce k~ .
In this range energy transferred to a wave number from below is equal 
to energy transferred from that wave number to the ones above it. Pic- 
torially (Kraichnan 1967):
All these results are for the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes fluid. 
In two-dimensional Navier-Stokes fluid there are two inviscid constants 
of motion: namely, the energy and the enstrophy (mean square vorticity) .
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Fj0rtoft (1953) pointed oat that two constants of motion imply that any 
transfer of energy to higher wavenumbers must be accompanied by a bigger 
transfer to lower wavenumbers. So in 2D we can not reduce a triad in­
teraction into pair interaction as in the figure above, because pair in­
teraction can not conserve both energy and enstrophy. In these situ­
ations a dual cascade is proposed. There can be a range with zero 
enstrophy and finite energy flux and another range with zero energy and 
finite enstrophy flux.
If the energy cascade rate is e, which is independent of k, then the
enstrophy cascade rate in the same range must have the form q = At e
with A independent of k. But q itself must be k-independent. Therefore 
A must be equal to zero implying zero enstrophy flux, q=0. That is the 
enstrophy cascade is zero where e is independent of k. Similarly energy 
flux is zero where q is independent of k. Therefore there must be two 
different inertial ranges for the two quantities to cascade- a dual cas­
cade situation (Kraichnan 1967).
With a Kolmogorof style dimensional analysis we will have the power 
laws for the omni-directional spectrum function:
E(k) = Cs^^k”^ ^  for energy cascade,
9/9
and E(k) = Cq k for enstrophy cascade.
In two-dimensional MHD with £ =0=|i we have three constants of mo­
tion, The important two are total energy E and mean square vector po­
tential A. The third one is cross helicity which may be zero for uncor­
related mechanical and magnetic forcing. A dual cascade may be
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hypothesized. Kolmogorof dimensional analysis leads to the following 
power law for the vector potential spectrum (Again omni-directional).
a(k)=Ce^^k-*'*'^  for energy cascade,
and a(k) =*Ca^^k~^^ for vector potential cascade.
If energy is supplied to a fluid or magneto-fluid in a band of waven­
umbers then there can be two inertial ranges on two sides of the forcing 
band. On one side a cascading quantity cascades having zero flux of the 
other and on the other side the second quantity cascades with zero flux 
of the first quantity.
Now the question is which of the two quantities cascades in which di­
rection? There are two hints to the answer. First, the quantity which 
in the non-dissipative equilibrium theory can be sharply peaked at small 
k is the one which may cascade to longer wave lengths (inverse cas­
cades). In the Navier-Stokes case it is energy and in MBD it is the 
mean square vector potential. Second, quantity which contains higher 
powers of k in its defining equation may cascade to high k (direct cas­
cades), as it is easier to dissipate at high k. In the Navier-Stokes 
case this is enstrophy and energy in the MHD case.
Analytically one can only prove that the two cascades are in opposite 
directions. For the Navier-Stokes case see Kraichnan (1967).
So in summary the situation is described pictorially below.
U 
E(
k)
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Chapter IV 
RESULTS
a) EQUILIBRIUM RUNS:
Equilibrium predictions for the spectral distribution of energy, vec­
tor potential etc. have already been tested (Seyler et al 1975, Fyfe et 
al 1977a). Nonetheless these predictions are the only available means 
for testing a numerical code. V/e have made these non-dissipative runs 
precisely for this purpose.
Figure 1A shows the initial modal energy spectrum for the inviscid 
un-forced Navier-Stokes run. In all the previous studies the initial 
spectra were chosen to be non-zero only in a narrow annulus of wavenum­
bers, normally at low k (Seyler et al 1975, Fyfe et al 1977a, Shebalin 
et al 1983) Here we have started with a full spectrum which is taken 
from an instant of a forced run. The grid size was 32x32 and At was 
1/256. Figure IB shows the final modal energy spectrum averaged over 
the last 1000 time steps for the same run. The solid curve is the equi­
librium prediction calculated from the reciprocal temperatures a and p. 
For our case a and p were -13.4 and 18.3 respectively. The final equi­
librium spectrum is peaked at the fundamental kmjn * This is an indica­
tion that in viscous driven case energy may cascade to long wavelengths. 
The energy was conserved better than .2 percent and enstrophy better 
than 2 percent.
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For the MHD case we again have started with full spectra of both me­
chanical and magnetic energies. These spectra were taken from an in­
stant in the forced MHD run. We have used a 32x32 grid and At=l/256 
also in this case.
Figure 2A and 2B are the initial spectra for the mechanical modal en­
ergy and vector potential respectively. Figure 2C and 2D are the final 
spectra for the same two quantities respectively and are averaged over 
2000 time steps. Solid curves are the equilibrium predictions with re­
ciprocal temperatures a=714, JJ=0 and y=-446. The final equilibrium vec­
tor potential spectrum shows that it is peaked at the lowest k, an indi­
cation for inverse cascade in dissipative driven run. Mean square 
vector potential and total energy were conserved.better than .3 and .2 
percent respectively.
In absence of time discretization and round-off error these quanti­
ties should be conserved exactly, independent of k-space truncation. 
Therefore the level of agreement is a measure of error.
b) DISSIPATIVE FORCED NAVIER-STOKES RUN:
For the Navier-Stokes(NS) run we have started with an empty spectrum 
and drive it with a random forcing according to the prescription de­
scribed in Chapter II. We have again used a 32x32 grid and the Reynolds 
number equal to 500. The forcing band was between fcFmin3=55 and
W 1'™-
Figure 3A shows the total energy
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E(t) = J E(k) = 1/2 ^ |v(k,t)|a
fe & •
as a function of time. The two most significant features of the curve 
are: i) the total energy increases systematically with time, as is ex­
pected for an inversely cascading quantity, ii) the total energy appears 
to be approaching asymptotically to a constant value, whereas for an un­
bounded system in the limit of infinite Reynolds number a linear in­
crease of E(t) with t might be expected. As will be discussed in Chap­
ter V, the curve in figure 3A is rather well fit by the expression
E=Emax[1_exp("t/i:)] with Eraax=3*9 and *=124-
Also in figure 3A, we show as squares, the energy contained in the 
fundamental ^mina==l* It will be apparent that by t=30, it already ac­
counts for a significant fraction of the total.
Figure 3B shows the total enstrophy
SI = J £l(fe) = 1/2 £ |(o<k,t) | *
fe &
versus time. The enstrophy should be the directly cascading quantity, 
and reaches a value about which it fluctuates while the energy continues 
to grow.
Figures 4A, 4B and 4C show the time averaged modal energy spectra 
|y(k)la versus ka. These are averaged over all the values of k corre­
sponding to a given k*. Figure 4A shows a relatively early spectrum av­
eraged over 500 time steps ending at t=19.53. Figure 4B is the modal 
energy spectrum averaged over 1000 time steps ending at t=29.3, which is
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about the time when the fundamental is almost at par with the rest of
the spectrum. Figure 4C is the same at the end of the run. at
t=273.44.(Every fourth point is plotted for k3^70, to avoid cluttering 
the graphs.)
The crucial result of this study is thought to be illustrated by the
fact that the fundamental has come to contain about ninety percent of
the total energy.
In figure 4C we also have shown a least square fit of a power law for 
the two inertial ranges. The exponents turned out to be -1.16 and -1.62 
respectively while Kolmogoroff dimensional analysis predicts them to be 
-1.33 and -2.0 respectively.
Figures 5A, SB and 5C show the contours of constant stream function 
at three stages of the simulation. These figures display how the large 
scale stream function evolved to fill up the whole box. The dotted con­
tours represent negative values of the stream function.
Figures 5D, 5E and 5F show the contours of constant vorticity at 
times t=19.53, 97.66 and 273.44 respectively. Again the broken curves 
represent negative values. Vorticity contours have more small scale 
structures than the contours of stream function since vorticity contains 
more powers of k in its defining expression in wavenumber space.
Figures 6A through 6J show the modal energy at different values of k3 
as a function of time. All these modes grew to constant values about 
which they fluctuate. These should be contrasted with the continued 
growth of the fundamental displayed in figure 3A. These fluctuations
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can be traced quite closely. There are on the average a few hundred 
time steps between two peaks.
Figure 7 exhibits the Carnevale (1981) entropy
S = J In lx(fc,t)|*
&
as a function of time. This function is analogous to the Boltzman II- 
function in gas dynamics. The function quickly maximizes and then grad­
ually decays. The interpretation of the decay might loosely be that as 
the system becomes dominated by the fundamental, the effective degree of 
randomness decreases. (The action of viscosity is typically to decrease 
entropy). This entropy has its origins in information theory, and de­
scends from the Burg entropy (Burg 1975).
To see how severe the truncation at the high end of the wavenumber 
space was, we look at the enstrophy dissipation wavenumber defined by
kd » (q/^)1/6,
where q is the average enstrophy per unit time supplied to the fluid. 
The enstrophy supply rate may be estimated from the relation q =kp2e 
where the energy supply rate s is given by 2^0. For the run reported k^ 
was 27 at the end of the run. Since dissipation wavenumber is an order 
of magnitude calculation it is customary to accept the results to be 
good if kd is less than twice kmax>
1/2It is sometimes useful to define a mean wavenumber ^ g a ^ t ^ /  E) 
which indicates in which part of the wavenumber space much of the activ­
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ities are going on. For our run kmean was 1.96 at the end of the run. 
At the begining of the run hmean was just equal to the forcing wavenum- 
ber. As time goes shifts towards low wavenumber (typical of inverse 
cascades).
c) DISSIPATIVE FORCED MHD RUNS:
We will report the results for two MHD runs for the dissipative 
forced case. For the first run we have used a 32x32 grid and both the 
kinematic viscosity and the magnetic diffusivity equal to .002. The 
second run was performed on the Cyber 203 computer with and p equal to 
.01. We started with a 32x32 grid and then switched to a 64x64 grid 
(for reasons of computer budget). In both runs we have started with 
empty spectra and the forcing band was between kpa=55 and kpa=70. In 
both cases we have chosen the forcing terms F and G in such a way that 
the supplies of kinetic and magnetic energies were approximately of 
equal magnitudes. In both cases At was 1/256.
ci) First MHD run:
This is the longest (HID run we have done. Figures 8 to 10 are the 
results of this run.
Figure 8A is a plot of total energy
E = 1/2 J lx(fe»t))a + 1/2 J |B(k, t)|* 
k k
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versus time. The total energy being the directly cascading quantity 
rises to a constant value and fluctuates about that value. On the same 
plot we have also displayed the mechanical and magnetic contributions 
labeled as 'V' and 'B' respectively. The magnetic contribution is 
slightly higher than the mechanical one.
Figure 8B shows the mean square vector potential
A = 1/2 J l A ( f e . t ) l a 
fc
as a function of time with squares illustrating the contribution of the 
fundamental. Mean square vector potential is the inversely cascading 
quantity and hence should increase systematically which is what is hap­
pening here. We believe that if the system is driven long enough so 
that the fundamental will have enough magnetic excitations to be checked 
by its own dissipation rate, only after such a long time the curve would 
level off.
Figure 9A, 9B and 9C are the vector potential spectra at different 
times of the run. Figures 9D, 9E and 9F are the mechanical modal energy 
spectra at the same three stages of the run. Figures 9G, 911 and 91 are 
the magnetic modal energy spectra. Figure 91 shows least square fit to 
the data the expression of the form
B(k) = Ckn
for the two cascading regions. Figures 9C and 91 display the fundamen­
tal dominated spectra for the magnetic exitations.
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The least square fit to the power law gives n=-.ll and -0.48 for the
inverse and direct cascades (Figure 91) . These values are far away from
the Kolmogoroff exponents which are -.667 and -1.33 respectively (For
modal energies). The insufficiency in spatial resolution manifested in
its worst in the MHD runs. We need the ratio of k  to k t o  he atmax m m
least 1000 to see all ranges resolved. We are no where close to that.
A dissipation wavenumber may be defined, for a situation in which total 
energy cascades to high k, in the following way.
2D 2J 
kd = ( —  + —  )1/4
where D and J are kinetic enstrophy and mean square current respective­
ly. For this run k^ was 75 while hmax was only 16. This is the reason 
why we did another run with dissipation wavenumber resolved. The re­
sults of which are given in section (cii) .
Figures 10A through 10L are the contour plots of stream function, 
vector potential, vorticity and current density at three different times 
of the run. Vector potential contours are of large scale but not as 
large as the stream function contours in the Navier-Stokes run. Quanti­
ties having higher powers of k in their defining expressions in k-space 
have more small scale structures.
cii) Second MHD (Star) Run:
Figure 11A shows the plot of total energy as a function of time. 
Again the mechanical and magnetic contributions are labeled as 'V* and
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'B' respectively. The large values of magnetic energy are typical of 
forced MHD runs. The arrow on the time-axis shows the time at which the 
grid size was changed.
Figure 11B is the plot of mean square vector potential versus time, 
with squares illustrating the contribution due to the fundamental. 
Again the arrow shows the time when the mesh was refined.
The vector potential, mechanical and magnetic modal energy spectra 
are shown in figures 12A, 12B and 12C respectively. They are averaged 
over 50 values, spaced 100 time steps apart, ending at t=97.66. This is 
the time after which we have switched to 64x64 grid. The same three 
spectra at a later time t=117.19 are shown in figures 12D, 12E and 12F 
(64x64). This time they are averaged over 25 values. Both of these 
plots display fundamental dominated spectra. Figure 12F shows least 
square fit to the data expressions of the form B(k)=Ckn with n=-.23 and 
-2,2 in the two inertial ranges respectively.
Figures 13A through 13D show the contours of stream function, vector 
potential, vorticity and current density at t=117.19.
The dissipation wavenumber for this run was 33 both before and after 
switch.
In summary, we have demonstrated in both 2D NS and 2D MHD cases that 
the final state is the one which is dominated by the fundamental.
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d) PHASE RANDOMIZED RON (NAVIER-STOKES):
An obvious question which has no simple answer is whether there is a 
sense in which the code can be called accurate after the many eddy turn 
over times represented in these runs. Accuracy checks for such problems 
are few, and mostly consist of inferences drawn from conservation laws 
of the ideal invariants ('rugged invariants') which survive the limita­
tion to a finite number of Fourier coefficients. The fact is that the 
code will not conserve these invariants out to the times we are report­
ing. These long times are dictated by the physics of the situation (it 
takes that long for the fundamental to come to dominate) and there are 
no conclusive statements about the accuracy that we can make.
We can, however, derive considerable reassurance from the following 
observations. Except for the very beginning (t<5 say) there are no 
periods of time in which large qualitative changes occur in the behavior 
of the computed quantities. The code is accurate (in the above sense 
i.e. conservation of inviscid invariants) over this initial time inter­
val, and after that, there is only a slow, systematic evolution, always 
in the same direction. The code can be re-started and run accurately 
over any slice of time during the evolution after randomizing the phases 
of the Fourier coefficients: e.g. w(k)— w(k)exp(i0) at some instant, 
where 0 is a random number between -n and n.
Figure 14A shows the results of such a typical restart at t=58.6 for 
the 2D NS run, in a plot of E(t) versus t. The two sets of random num­
bers are the same. There is no noticeable departure of the two solu­
tions from each other, even after 10000 time steps.
Plotted in figure 14B are time averaged modal energy spectra for the 
two runs, over 1000 time steps ending at t=97.66. Again, no noticeable 
difference appears.
Chapter V 
ALGEBRAIC MODEL FOR THE FINAL STATE
The indications are, for the runs reported in chapter IV, that a 
steady state is being approached in which the fundamental dominates the 
spectrum, and the transfer to it is balanced by its own dissipation. 
This has led us to try an algebraic model of the dynamics of this pro­
cess .
Once the fundamental has begun to dominate, most of the new energy 
goes into the fundamental, so that
E ■ E < W
dE dE(k,in)
and —  = —
dt dt
We assume that the total enstrophy has become constant, so that
d£l
- -  =  0 .
dt
A significant fraction of the enstrophy may be lodged in the values of
k>k • . As the Reynolds number increases this conclusion will become mxn
more accurate. Let
- + «<kmin>
where O' = ^ G(fe)
k>k,m m
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The evolution of the energy and enstrophy are now modelled by
dE
dt
-- = ~ 2 M  + fE (5.1)
dfi
—  = ”2i) $ k2fl(k) + kp2 fE (5.2)
dt fe
where fg is the rate of supply of energy by F and kp is a wavenumber at 
the center of the forcing band.
fE may be eliminated from equation (5.1) and (5.2) to give
dE 2^
—  = -2JJ1 + —  5 k*
dt kp2 k
Now noticing that k • =1 this becomesm m
dE 1 2*
—  + 2-X1- -)E = + —  J kl Q(k) (5.3)
dt kr,2 kp2 k>k .F F m m
The right hand side of equation (5.3) can be evaluated from the spectrum 
at the end of the run. The result is that equation (5.3) becomes of the 
form
dE 1 E_„_„ max . _
—  + - E  --------------------------  (5.4)
dt x r
The right hand side of equation (5.3) may also be evaluated in terms of
above it, with nl, n2 and Cj, taken from the computed values in figure 
4C. The two parameters in equation (5.4) thus calculated are Emax =3.58 
and r =254.
The solution E=Emax(1-exp(-t/r)) which fits the shape of figure 3A 
rather well has Emax=3.9 and r=124. So we can say that the model-fit 
was not too bad but it might be, in the high Reynolds number limit, that 
this simple model in which the energy dissipation occurs mainly in the 
fundamental and balances the input, could be sharpened considerably.
Figure 15A shows a fit to the energy versus time curve. The one with 
parameters taken from data is labeled 'D' and the one with parameters 
from the model calculation is labeled 'M'. Our claim is that with high­
er Reynolds number and higher spatial resolution the model will fit the 
numerical result better.
A similar model may be proposed for the MUD case. We now assume
a = a(k • )' m m
and da da(k=_)
We also assume that the total energy has become constant. So that
the spectrum ly(Jg) I a=C1k“n^ for k below the forcing band and Cjk”0^
min
dt dt
dE
—  =  0 .
dt
Now we write min
With a'
min
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The evolution of total energy and mean square vector potential are given 
by
dE
—  = 2fE - ^ 20k2 |v(k) |2 - J 2|ik» lg(k)I2 
dt
da
—  = fE/kFa - J 2pk2|A{k)|2 
dt
We have used a forcing algorithm such that the magnetic and velocity 
fields are forced approximately with equal strength. We used G=F/kp* in 
the above equations.
Eliminating fE from these two equations and noting that = 1 we
have the following.
da 1 v>& H
—  + 2 h ( 1-------- ) a  -------------+ -------  J  k 2 lg ( j £ )  I 2 -  2|i  £  l g ( f e ) l 2
dt 2V  V  V  k>kmin k>kmin
We have used k2 |A(fc) I = lg(fe) I in the above equation. We can again write 
this equation as
da a a“max
dt t x
Calculation of the right hand side provides us with a„„ =.1982 andmax
t = 2 5 2.
Figure 15B is a plot of mean square vector potential versus time.
The points labeled 'M' are calculated from this model.
Figure 15C is the plot of E(t) versus t of an auxiliary run which has 
been done to gain better confidence in the final state predicted by the
model. We changed the energy in the fundamental at t=273.44 from the NS 
run by replacing w(k=l) with «(k=l)exp(i0)x3.0, where 0 is a random 
phase angle. From there on we let the system run as it was. We notice 
that the energy is decreasing asymptotically to a value. We expect that 
this final value to which the system relaxes is the one predicted by the 
model we proposed.
Appendix A 
NON-DIS SIPATIVE PREDICTIONS
There is no physical system which is ideal, i.e. there is no real 
fluid with zero viscosity or magnetofluid with infinite conductivity. 
Still there are enough reasons for studying non-dissipative turbulence. 
First, the unphysical non-dissipative system obeys statistical mechanics 
which predicts an equilibrium distribution. The equilibrium predictions 
or non-dissipative constants of motion may be used to test numerical 
codes. Seyler et al(1975) and others have studied purely non-dissipa­
tive cases which helped us understand many aspects which are common to 
dissipative systems. The most important one is of course the action of 
non-linear terms. The non-dissipative constants of motion are the can­
didates for cascades in dissipative driven cases. The nature of equi­
librium gives us a hint as to which direction what global quantity cas­
cades. In the non-driven dissipative case the non-dissipative constants 
of motion and their various ratios are interesting quantities for study­
ing selective decays (Matthaeus 1980).
i) NAVIER-STOKES CASE
Energy per unit volume is a constant of motion for incompressible 
non-dissipative Navier-Stokes fluids. The proof is the following.
dE d 1
—  = _ f _ v a d3x
dt dt J 2
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f 3X 
= I X*“  d3x
J at
Using the Navier-Stokes equation we get
dE
—  = I X- [ "2*V I - 7 P + J V 1  i'x
dt J
Using vector identities, performing some integration by parts and using 
the incompressibility condition we get the following:
dE
—  = -2in 
dt
where Q is the enstrophy defined as:
Q = J wz/2 d*x
Therefore for non-dissipative fluids, i.e. withi=0, we get conservation 
of energy.
In two-dimensions we have an infinite set of constants of motion, 
namely
'  J 4*1
To prove this we start with the definition of IQ .
—  = f mo11” —  d2x
dt J at
Using the Navier-Stokes equation to substitute for flw/at, we get
dIn
—  - J nuin ^ (-v.V 01) d1
dt
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= -j* jr .V  (<j)n) dax
= -J dax V .(v(dn)
= 0
V7e have used the incompressibility condition V .v=0. The last step 
follows if we assume periodic boundary conditions or no-slip conditions. 
One of these constants of motion is enstrophy, namely the quadratic one. 
Energy and enstrophy can be written in wavenumber space as
E = 5
fl = £ ka Iv(Jc) Ia
The two quantities are not only constants globally, they are invariants 
individually by each triad of interacting wave vectors (+k,+p,+q) 
(Kraichnan 1973) . This detailed conservation property implies that en­
ergy and enstrophy are conserved even if the dynamical system is trun­
cated by removing from all stuns every wave vector whose magnitudes do
not lie between wavenumbers k • „ and k.„„. Invariants that survivem m  max
truncation are referred to as rugged invariants. All In 's except for 
n=2 (i.e. enstrophy) are not rugged.
The most important property of the non-dissipative case is the exis­
tence of a Liouville theorem. Lee (1952) showed that
• ■
aa±(fe) 3b.(k)
3»i(&) abi(k)
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Where and bj(k) are respectively the real and imaginary parts of
u^Ck). This detailed Liouville theorem continues to hold if the system
is truncated with limit k and k„„^. It then follows that any prob-m m  max *
ability density in this divergence free phase space, which is a function 
of only the constants of motion, will itself be an invariant. The most 
important one is of course the equilibrium Gibb's ensemble.
P ot exp(-aE-pQ)
with a and p playing the role of inverse temperatures. The normaliza­
tion constant may be found by demanding
J M X  - 1
where integration is over the whole phase space, i.e. over real and im­
aginary parts of v^(k) for all i and allowed wave vectors. We must not 
forget about the two important constraints, namely the reality condition 
2j(-k)=v*{k) and the incompressibility condition k,v(k)=0. The recipro­
cal temperatures a and £ are chosen to satisfy
/ <«* [ “W £ > + »*iim <y ] - E
J  + <i> ]  = a
Knowing this equilibrium ensemble we can predict averages of interesting 
quantities. For example the spectral density can be predicted to be the 
following (Seyler et al 1975).
1
< |u(fe)h > = -------
a+|)k*
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This particular two-temperature statistics has interesting unusual 
properties. For details we may refer to Kraichnan (1967. 1975), Seyler 
et al (1975), and Kraichnan and Montgomery (1980).
ii) MHD CASE
For the non-dissipative magnetohydrodynamic case we again first of 
all look for the constants of motion and then see how many of them are 
rugged.
We start with the equations that describe the time evolution of dy­
namical variables.
= -x.V w + g.V j
at
da
- -v. V a
at
By multiplying these equations by w*(k) and a*(k) respectively and sum­
ming over all k's we can show that
-- [ J - ( lv(k)|3 + iB(k)|*) ] = 0
dt 2
d
[ J a*(k).m(k) ]) = 0
dt
d
dt
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That is, the constants of motion are energy E, cross helicity P and mean 
square vector potential A. These are the only rugged invariants so far 
known. The existence of other rugged invariants cannot be formally dis­
proved. However, the equilibrium predictions derived from these three 
invariants agree well enough with numerical solution that we can claim 
the non-existence of any other rugged invariants. Y/e may refer to 
Eraichnan and Montgomery (1980), Fyfe and Montgomery (1976)and Fyfe et 
al (1977a).
By transforming the two dynamical equations in wave number space and 
by direct differentiation one can show the following result (Shebalin 
1982).
3io(fc)
3d)(Js)
3a(fe)
and -----= 0
3a(fe)
That is there exists a detailed Liouville theorem. Following similar 
arguments as Eraichnan (1975), Fyfe et al (1976), Eraichnan and Montgom­
ery (1980) we can describe the system by a canonical distribution func­
tion.
D e( exp( -aE-pP-yA)
Again the normalization constant is obtained by requiring that
J D dX = 1
where dX = J\ mRe( f e ) a R<J(fc)a^fc) .
k
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Using this distribution function Fyfe et al (1976) showed that the spec­
tral densities are the following.
a
< lB(fe)12 > = ----------------
aa+ay/ka-pa/4
a+y/ka
< lv(fe)l2 > = ----------------
aa+ay/ka-pa/4
-P/2
< B(k).v(-k) > = ------------------
aa+ay/ka-pa/4
These predictions have been verified numerically by Fyfe et al (1976a). 
As in the Navier-Stokes case the spectral densities give us hints as to 
which direction which global quantity cascades.
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VECTOR POTENTIAL SPECTRUM
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FIGURE 9G
MAGNETIC MODAL ENERGY SPECTRUH
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FIGURE 9H
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